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coveSay
any of you would agree that the greatest blessings in life are those that money can’t buy good health, love and family. This 2014, we celebrate these priceless values with inspirational
stories to get you fit and fabulous, alongside some wonderful ways to spend time reconnecting
with your loved ones, be it over a reunion feast with your kin or a romantic spa retreat with your
partner. We also feature a stay-at-home father, who went from being a bomb disposal officer in the
British Navy, to a doting dad to his two-year-old toddler.
With families being a big part of the community at Sentosa Cove, we know that the newly opened
playground at Sentosa Cove Village will bring much joy to the little ones and parents alike. Designed
in a pirate theme in line with its waterfront locale, the new playground aptly named PLAY!, is an
answer to many a prayer; adding even more vibrancy to the neighbourhood.
As the year of the horse comes galloping in this Lunar New Year, many Chinese restaurants
around the island have put a stallion twist to the traditional ‘yusheng’ or raw fish salad, fashioning
it after the classic proverb of 马到成功 to herald swift success for the year ahead.
Amidst the new year festivities, be sure to catch the Clipper Race fleet that will be berthing at
the marina in early February. The 70-feet racing yachts are part of the world’s longest ocean race
that will be making its way to 15 ports around the globe, a fitting prelude to the real buzz that
will once again hit our shores when the Singapore Yacht Show 2014 debuts in April.
Till then, we wish you a prosperous 2014, filled with good health, wealth and happiness with your
family and loved ones.

Belladonnah Lim
The Editor
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Security Control Centre
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Tel: 6277 5315 / 6 (24 hours)
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COVE LIVING
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Tel: 9642 3975
This complimentary service is available at
the following times:
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• Sat, Sun & Public Holidays: 12nn - 10.15pm
Residents planning a party are encouraged
to arrange for their guests to use the buggy
service. For buggy service required beyond
the above timings, arrangements can be
made three days in advance for a fee.
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Land Transport Authority

1800-CALL LTA (2255 582)
Emergency
Police			999 (toll-free)
Ambulance / Fire		
995 (toll-free)
Non-emergency
Ambulance		
Police Hotline		
Traffic Police		
Pet Ambulance		
and Transport		
AAS Emergency		
Road Service
Marine Safety		
		

MICA (P) 020 / 09 / 2012

1777
6225 0000
6547 0000
6552 2222
6748 9911
6325 2488

Let us know what you think of Cove Living and share your feedback or story
suggestions with us. We’d love to hear your travel stories and have you join us
in reviewing the latest dining and leisure hotspots. We also invite you to
showcase your beautiful home on the magazine and share more about your
favourite hobby, passion or collections. New to the Cove community? Tell us
more about yourself and we just might feature you in the magazine.
Feedback, editorial and advertising enquiries: cove_feedback@sentosa.com.sg
Editor: Belladonnah Lim
Coordinator: Kristina Tung
The information contained in this magazine is provided in good faith. While Sentosa Cove Resor t Management
(SCRM) makes reasonable effor t to ensure information in this magazine is up to date and accurate, SCRM
does not make any representation or give any warranty as to currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of
any information in this publication. To the extent permitted by law, SCRM accepts no responsibility or liability for any
loss, damage or injur y suffered by the user consequent upon, or incidental to, the information in this magazine.
Information and images in the magazine may not be reproduced without permission from SCRM.
COVER PHOTO BY: KENNETH ONG
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coveHomes

GLOBAL

SAFARI

Having lived in four continents around the wor ld, Alex McBride
consider s himself a global citizen, which is evidently reflected in
his home in the Green Collection, decor ated with an eclectic
mélange of ar t and showpieces from his various sojourns.
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Originally from South Africa, the young hotelier in a luxury boutique hotel company moved to Singapore from
Shanghai, “Since graduating from the University of Cape Town, I’ve lived and worked in the United Kingdom,
Los Angeles and most recently Shanghai, where I spent almost four years working in the hotel industry.
I have tried my hand at learning Mandarin and Spanish, and I really enjoy being immersed in the culture of
the countries I live in.”
He shares, “I have a mix of furniture and art from all over the world as well as nuggets that remind me
of home, such as this beautiful pair of bronze ostriches on my coffee table which I found from an antique shop
in Dempsey. Having worked in an ar t hotel in Shanghai, I was exposed to many emerging ar tists.
The striking canvas in the dining room is from an Indonesian artist and I have more artworks displayed
upstairs. They are great conversation starters whenever I entertain and it’s a wonderful way to share more
about where I grew up in and my journey thus far.”
“The oriental wooden cabinet below the stairway near the kitchen is my ‘party closet’ where I store my
glassware. We’ll grab our drinks here and head straight up the elevator to the roof terrace on the top
floor which has amazing views of the golf course,” says Alex. His stylish master bedroom on the second
floor also boasts full length glass panels overlooking the fairways, with reflective black walls on the other
end mirroring the panoramic vistas.
PHOTOS: ELEVATION DEVELOPMENTS & KENNETH ONG
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Another stunning feature is a towering waterfall that stretches through the height of this
three-storey home. Located in the centre of the house, it also acts as an airwell allowing light
and wind to flow through, while creating a soothing visual point from the kitchen and dining
room on the ground floor, to the bedroom and bathroom on the upper floors.
He adds, “I’m fascinated by design and I understand the Green Collection had won the
Singapore Institute of Architecture award in 2013. There is also a swimming pool, function
room, gym and concierge services, coupled with a Sonos sound system in the common
areas that allows me to listen to my own music on my iPhone while I swim or work out.”
Affording residents the prestige of a landed property with the amenities offered by a luxury
condominium, the Green Collection is designed by Elevation Developments, a boutique
developer of good class bungalows in exclusive residential districts including Nassim Road,
Cluny Hill and Gallop Road.
The lofty doors, clean lines and austere exteriors lend an almost imposing vibe to the
development. Featuring 20 villas staggered across a long plot of land in the South Cove,
the minimalist façade acts a counterpoint to the myriad of architectural styles found on
Sentosa Cove, whilst complementing the verdant beauty and serenity of its locale.
Alex says, “What I love most about living here is being enveloped in a calming feeling when
I enter the compound and the easy access to the beach and ocean. There’s also a great mix of
expatriates and Singaporeans in the community which makes Sentosa Cove such a friendly place
to reside in.”
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DoTING

DAD
The father and son duo attend a variety of playgroups and swimming classes
throughout the week and enjoy weekends with mom when they spend
quality time together on and off the island. He says, “We love being around
the water. James is a ‘fish’ and can swim pretty well so we spend a lot of time in
the pool at home, as well as at the beaches nearby and on sailing adventures
on our new Benetau powerboat moored at our house.
James absolutely loves playing captain on board and relishes being behind
the wheel with me whenever we sail out to the islands around Singapore,
Indonesia and Thailand. We also like going to the aquarium and Adventure
Cove at Resorts World Sentosa, in addition to the zoo, river safari and bird
park. On Sundays, we head to Crystal Jade restaurant as James is a fan of its
fried rice!”
Brian named his powerboat “Phenomenon”, after the phenomenal recovery
that James made after a life-threatening accident in 2012 when the family
was in The Hague. Brian recalls “At seven months old, James bumped his
head and passed out, and I had to perform CPR to revive him. Had I not
been trained in first aid, the outcome might have been fatal. I strongly
recommend every parent to learn first aid skills as you never know when
you might need it one day.”

From bomb disposal to diaper duty, Brian Bounds has come a long way since his days in the British
Navy where he spent 25 years as a bomb disposal officer, before retiring in 2011 to be a stay-at-home
dad to his adorable two-year-old son, James.
He shares, “I’m originally from Northampton, while my wife is from Cheshire in the United Kingdom.
We met on a sailing trip 12 years ago. We moved from London to The Hague in The Netherlands when
my wife joined Shell, then to Singapore in February 2013 when she was posted here to head the
legal team in the company’s gas business.
When James came along, I knew I wanted to be around to watch him grow up and experience those
precious milestones together. I do try to capture those moments on camera and share them with
my wife, who usually gets home before he goes to bed. Being a stay-at-home parent is a full time job,
you don’t realise the importance of the role and how hard it is until you are fulfilling it. James is an
angel and a cheeky boy all at the same time. It’s surprising how often he makes us laugh!”
He readily admits that he is more at home running the household than his wife, “I’ve served on the
Royal Yacht while I was in the military, so when it comes to things like getting a wine stain off a shirt
or laying a table for a banquet, it’s no problem. My wife is better at overseeing the ‘business side’ of life,
such as its financial and administrative aspects,” he quips.
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While this doting father continues to cherish his bonding moments with
his son, he does not rule out the possibility of having more little ones down
the road, “We would love to have more children in future. I’ve learnt that
you can make all the preparations you like and listen to all the advice along
the way, but nothing quite prepares you for that special day when your
child arrives into the world.”

coveLiving

Play Days and Boot Camps
It’s always great to know of residents who organise fun and enjoyable activities for
their fellow friends in the Cove community.
Brag Fit Kids on Sentosa is a friendly play group started by Cove resident Linda Keough, who has over
12 years of teaching and fitness experience. She organises indoor and outdoor playdates for children of
all ages at Sentosa Cove. Usually held at the function room at The Coast, the indoor playgroup features
a wide range of toys and activity stations for toddlers, as well as an action-packed sing-along session that
will have your little ones up and about. Older age groups will enjoy more active games and activities
in the outdoor playgroups held in various green spaces around Sentosa Cove.
Teaming up with Linda is Chantal Scott, owner of Fit n Mix, who organises fitness boot camps and dynamic
workouts in and around The Coast, as well as at various other locations in Singapore.
Visit https://www.facebook.com/BRAGFITKIDS and www.fitnmix.com for more information.

Pet Patrol
Attention all pet owners!
Let’s keep Sentosa Cove pleasant and safe for all
residents and children by leashing your pets
and picking up their waste.
Our Rangers on patrol will issue offenders
a summon, so do keep your pets close. Together
we can keep our environment beautiful and
clean for everyone!
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SupER

Yacht

Famed Pritzker Prize-winning architect Zaha
Hadid, together with renowned German yacht
builder Blohm+Voss, team up to develop a new
generation of superyachts that surpass the forms
of naval architecture.
Based on a master prototype created for a 128metre yacht, the Unique Circle Yachts is a family
of five individual 90-metre yachts that creatively
explore the design philosophies of the ‘mothership’,
within the technical requirements of a fully-engineered
yacht design. Each yacht is customised according to
the owner’s preferences while resonating the same
design language of the master yacht.
The exoskeleton is an interwoven network of supports
of varying thickness, seamlessly connecting the various
ship decks via expressive diagonals that reflect the
structures of natural marine formations, marking a distinct
departure from traditional yacht designs which adhere
to a strict horizontal order.
Zaha Hadid explains, “As a dynamic object that moves in
dynamic environments, the design of a yacht must incorporate
additional parameters beyond those for architecture – which
all become much more extreme on water. Each yacht is an
engineered platform that integrates specific hydrodynamic and
structural demands together with the highest levels of comfort,
spatial quality and safety.”
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Get up close and personal, and learn more about the
flock of winged personalities at the daily shows at
Palawan Amphitheatre! Catch the Lories feeding
session at 2pm, watch the highly intelligent macaws
and cockatoos in action at the Bird Encounters show
at 3pm, and be awed by the majestic birds of prey
at the Animal Encounters show at 5pm.

Hirni and Chance

CHANCE (Blue and Gold Macaw)
Chance loves to fly and is in charge of raising the flag at
the start of the show, and unveiling the banner at the end
of the show. He also has a “green” instinct and is adept
at disposing paper, tin and plastic into a recycling bin.

BIRD
watching
The peacock may be one of the
most familiar feathered friends
that roam around the island, but
did you know that Sentosa is also
home to exotic birds from all over
the world? The Aviary at Palawan
Amphitheatre houses over 30
species of colourful birds with
breathtakingly vibrant plumes.
COVE LIVING JAN - MAR 2014 14

NARA (Hybrid Macaw)
One of the most popular,
Nara is affectionate and
was recently taught how
to fly at the age of 20.
A p u z z l e so l ve r, t h i s
clever macaw matches
various shapes to their
holders, and even knows
how to ‘play dead’.

Nara

Hirni Khir, a presenter and trainer at these shows since
2007, shares with us some of the tricks and quirks of
these amazing creatures that perform at the show.
ROCKY AND SUKI (Green-Winged Macaws)
Part of the pioneer flock when the show started in 1996,
this 20-year-old couple is practically married to each
other and do not like to be separated. They do everything
in pairs, from table-top tricks to racing against each other.

Simba

Shashi

SIMBA (Hybrid Macaw)
The most talented parrot with the most number of ‘tricks’
in the show, he can sometimes be a diva after years of being
in the limelight. His hidden talent is in finding the object
under a series of bells which have been shuffled around.
When the first batch of parrots was brought into Sentosa,
many of these birds were either donated by members
of the public, or rescued, rehabilitated and trained to
perform. Hirni shares, “Trainers have to know the birds
in their care really well; their likes and dislikes, as well as
their preferences. Some birds prefer to ‘talk’, others like
table-top behaviours, while some just want to fly. The
first thing we do is to bond with the birds and observe
them closely to pick up on their potential skills. Then
we plan the type of behaviours that we would like for
each bird and incorporate that into the performances.”
She notes, “Training animals can be a very complicated
process and is difficult for a person without experience
to pick up this skill because it requires different
techniques for different individuals, even if they are
of the same species.

Rocky

Suki

SHASHI (Greater Sulphur-Crested Cockatoo)
A favourite with children, Shashi is very friendly and
loves to kiss. She can mimic various sounds, words and
behaviours on cue as well as perform flying stunts.

If the bird performs a desired behaviour, we reward it
with its favourite treats. If it does something else, we
ignore it but still encourage it to do what we originally
wanted it to do.
When I first tried to train Nara to fly, I had no idea how
to do it. Along the way, I have learnt to think outside
the box and simulated numerous situational and
environmental possibilities.
Parrots are intelligent and love to play, so you need to
keep training fun and rewarding, in order to excite
them to train again and again. At the end of the day, you
have to treat each bird as its own individual. While
some birds learn faster than others, you must know
how to train the right bird for the right behaviour to
uncover their unique talents.”
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combines the pace, scale and story-telling of movies with the
immersiveness of ‘live’ performances, through spectacular visuals,
action sequences and theatrical effects that will appeal to the
whole family. We are hopeful that this endeavour will be special,
relevant and inspiring to modern audiences.”
The story and its characters’ innermost feelings are beautifully
brought to life in the memorable songs by celebrated local
songwriter, Dick Lee, who underscores the musical with uplifting
lyrics and catchy melodies that continue to resonate long after
you leave the theatre.
Directing the musical is internationally renowned director-writer,
Michael La Fleur, who has created shows for Disney and Universal,
and has collaborated with A-listers such as Celine Dion. Emmy
award-winning designer Patrick Larsen is behind the elaborate and
ever-evolving stage sets, presenting a wholly immersive cinematic
experience ‘live’ for the audience.

LightSeeker The Musical
Heart-stirring songs, heart-stopping acrobatics and a heartwarming tale of finding the light within, are all of
what makes Resorts World Sentosa’s latest production a riveting delight on so many levels. Set in a fantasy
universe that mirrors the good and evil present in the world today, LightSeeker explores the power of
choice when one is at the crossroads of fear and freedom, through a kaleidoscope of enigmatic characters,
lyrical songs and a dynamic backdrop conjured from computer-generated imager y effects which add
a whole new dimension to your typical Broadway performance.

In a magical forest reminiscent of the movie Avatar, a terrifying warrior
known as The General is compelled to pursue a precious energy that will
make his ominous Emperor more powerful. His quest leads him to Nova,
a mysterious young girl who seems to have the ability to create The Light
that he seeks. He captures Nova and tries to force her to invoke The Light,
only to discover that not only is he unable to control her, her presence
calls him to question the only world he has ever known. Compounded by
an internal power struggle with Usha The Sorceress who vies for The
Emperor’s favour in his dark kingdom, The General must make the ultimate
choice - to be secure in the darkness he knows, or take a leap of faith and
embrace the promise of a new and better world within The Light.

The production also boasts a stellar cast of actors from London’s
West End and a global ensemble of talent from Britain, Australia,
Canada, Spain, Finland, Ireland, Ukraine, Japan and Singapore.
Apart from performances from the lead roles of The General, Nova
and Usha, the supporting tribe of elves, slaves, dancers and acrobats
are a significant part of what makes this visual spectacle so delightful.
Impossibly flexible contortionists move fluidly in sync with the music,
alongside unexpected theatrics from dancers descending from the
ceiling, as well as imaginative trampoline sequences and acrobatic
stunts that will leave your heart in your mouth.
Amidst all the thrills and spills of the Cirque du Soleil-like enchantments,
the message of musical resounds deeply throughout the performance to live your life right from the light within.
LightSeeker runs at Resorts World Sentosa Theatre till 23 March 2014.
Tickets are priced from $48 to $148 and are available at www.sistic.com.sg
a nd a t RWS t ic ke t c oun t e r s a nd we b s i t e . For mor e in for ma t ion , vi s i t
www.lightseeker.com.sg.

LightSeeker is created by Andrea Teo, Vice President of Entertainment at
Resorts World Sentosa, a veteran producer in the media industry who is also
behind many of Singapore’s best loved sitcoms including Under One Roof,
Phua Chu Kang and The Ra Ra Show. She says, “LightSeeker is a musical that
audiences at different life stages can relate to. On one hand, it is about the
choice between fear versus freedom. On another, it is a metaphor for the
corporate world with its power struggles, I set out to create something that
COVE LIVING JAN - MAR 2014 16
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The playground was officially opened by Sentosa Cove’s Council Chairman, Ms Jennie Chua and
Sentosa Development Corporation’s Chief Executive Officer, Mr Mike Barclay as they unleashed
a shower of confetti and lit up a galore of Christmas decorations in the central precinct.

AND

CELEBRATE

PLAY!

4 December 2013 • 5pm to 7pm
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The much-anticipated opening of the playground at
Sentosa Cove Village brought much glee to over 200
children and their parents, who gathered to celebrate
the launch of PL AY! in a carnival of activities,
goodies and Christmas merriment. The communal
recreational facility aims to bring families together
by strengthening community bonds.

While the grown-ups feasted on festive fare by Sentosa Gourmet, ONE°15 Marina Club and Harry’s Bar,
the children revelled in candy floss and balloon sculptures handed out by the cheerful crew from
Port of Lost Wonder, along with goody bags from Ecoverve and candy gifts from Cold Storage,
distributed by Santa Claus.
More excitement ensued with a thrilling treasure hunt, an ice-cream eating competition by
Spuds & Aprons, and colourful craft activities by Quayside Isle Preparatory School, alongside
a giant rabbit and carrot story corner by Tri-wall. The Marine Sanctuary Spa at ONE°15 also
provided complimentar y 10-minute massages to residents.
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THIS SEASON’S HIGHLIGHTS
Clipper 2013-14
Round the World Yacht Race
8 to 15 February 2014

The Clipper Race fleet is coming to Singapore and will berth for the
first time at ONE˚15 Marina Club. Spanning 40,000 miles across 15
ports on six continents, the Clipper Race is the longest ocean race in
the world, featuring 12 teams of amateur sailors from all walks of life,
competing for 11 months on board identical 70-feet racing yachts.
The ninth edition of the race is the biggest yet with over 670 crew
from 40 different nationalities, racing in a voyage of a lifetime that will
take them to Rio de Janeiro, Cape Town, Western Australia, Sydney and
Brisbane, since departing London in September 2013. The fleet is
expected to arrive in Singapore on 8 or 9 February and will stay for
approximately a week, before setting sail for Qingdao, San Francisco,
Panama, Jamaica, New York and The Netherlands, concluding in
London for the finale in July 2014.
For more information, visit www.clipperroundtheworld.com.

Singapore Yacht Show 2014
10 to 13 April 2014

Sentosa Cove and ONE˚15 Marina Club will once again play host to the Singapore Yacht Show, which will showcase over
20 superyachts and 75 luxury boats. There will be a boat or yacht to buy or charter for all discerning tastes, with many
leading European and American boat and superyacht builders returning to show off their beautiful crafts. View the latest
models from Princess, Sunseeker, Azimut, Fairline, Hanse, Jeanneau, Leopard, Sanlorenzo, Marquis, Wider and Heesen.
New brands include American game-fishing icons Cabo and Hatteras, and the award-winning Alloy Yachts from New Zealand,
manufacturer of some of the world’s largest and most lauded sailing and motor superyachts.
New to the 2014 event is a showcase of classic cars, adding a completely new dimension to the extravaganza, coupled
with a variety of luxury brand displays, product launches and glitzy parties. Once again, The W Singapore - Sentosa Cove
is the show’s official hotel and will be the venue for the glamorous VIP Gala Dinner, whilst the various restaurants and
cafés on Quayside Isle will expect over 10,000 of Asia’s elite over the four days.
S entosa Cove Resort Management has secured exclusive tickets for residents.
For more information on Singapore Yacht Show 2014, visit www.singaporeyachtshow.com.
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EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGES
Amara Sanctuary Resort Sentosa
1 Larkhill Road • Tel: 6825 3888

Enjoy 15% off your total bill at Shutters restaurant and Tier Bar
Watch the chefs work their magic at Shutters’ restaurant which boasts an open
concept kitchen and a romantic outdoor terrace or enjoy a cocktail at Tier Bar
amidst lush gardens and a natural tropical rainforest.

Spuds & Aprons
109 Mount Faber Road, Level 2, The Jewel Box • Tel: 6377 9688

Enjoy 20% off your total bill
Satisfy your cravings with some wickedly delicious comfort food and Asian favourites
with a surprising twist at Spuds & Aprons where you Come Hungry and Leave Happy.

The Straits Wine Company	
#01-24/25 Quayside Isle • Tel: 6292 5633

Enjoy 10% off regular priced wine
The Straits Wine Company is your trusted bottle shop with a comprehensive
floor-to-ceiling display of fine wines, champagnes, spirits and liquors from
around the globe.

Mövenpick Heritage Hotel Sentosa	
23 Beach View • Tel: 6818 3388

Enjoy savings on the hotel’s best available rate:
15% off on weekdays | 10% off on Fridays and Saturdays
Set in a restored colonial building dating back to the 1940s, the hotel offers upscale
accommodation in a variety of unique styles in its Heritage Contemporary wings.
Rooms are subject to availability.

Port of Lost Wonder (POLW)
Palawan Beach • Tel: 6736 8672

Enjoy $5 off ‘BBQ under the stars’ on the first Saturday of
every month
Enjoy a great family time in this water wonderland for children aged 3 to 10 years,
then sit back and enjoy a spread of grilled delights as night falls.

Enjoy these great privileges when you present your Residents’ Access Card. Residents are advised to make reservations
in advance to avoid disappointment. For full promotional details, terms and conditions accompanying these offers,
please visit https://residence.sentosacove.com.
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Space Flight
2014 could be the year that revolutionises the way we travel around the globe. Virgin Galactic,
the world’s first commercial spaceline, is set to take flight this year together with founder
Sir Richard Branson and his children, who will inaugurate the SpaceShipTwo craft in its first
commercial supersonic flight to space. To date, over 650 people have booked their orbit,
including celebrities like Ashton Kutcher and Lady Gaga, which is already 10% more than the
total number of people who have ever gone to space.
Each US$250,000 ticket offers passengers the chance to be official astronauts in a thrilling space
flight at nearly 2500mph, more than three times the speed of sound. Then, the zero-gravity
experience takes over, as you float through the cabin to gaze at awe-inspiring views of space and
the earth beneath, from the large windows dotted around the six-seater spacecraft.
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luxeFactor

luxeLife
2

FITNESS SUCCESS

in 2014

Sparkling

Beauties

Shine for th this new year with these
dazzling masterpieces or surprise your loved one
with a sparkling treasure for Valentine’s Day.

1

A new year typically entails new resolutions and goals to fulfil,
which usually includes getting in shape after a season of festivities,
coupled with a renewed sense of purpose to steer the course of our
fitness endeavours for the year ahead. Whether you are looking to
have a healthier hear t, a leaner body or a better performing capacity
in 2014, Aileron Wellness’ Head Trainer, Poh Ying Bin, shares
some fundamental truths in our quest for fitness success.

Oftentimes, in our search for fitness resources, inspiration
and workout tips, we trawl websites, blogs and magazines,
only to discover and embark on an exercise programme that
may not be the best for our bodies.

3

We need to recognise that each one of us is different in our
own respect and that there is no ‘best workout regime’ to
follow. Your training plan should be a personalised and
progressive one that is aligned with your individual preferences.

6

Depending on the fitness baseline that each one of us is at,
our training plans will differ. One may not be as flexible, or
be as strong in the upper body, yet another may have a
recurring ankle issue. All these are examples of the different
pieces in the puzzle that will ultimately form the optimal
workout plan.

4
8

5
7

1. Diva pink gold necklace with amethysts,
	rubellites, peridots and pavé diamonds
Bulgari

5. Piaget Heart ring
Piaget

2. Eternal Borgezie diamond stilettos
The House of Borgezie

6. Flamingo brooch with pink sapphires and
	diamonds in 18k gold
Tiffany

3. Piaget Rose watch
Piaget

7. Colourella pendants
Goldheart

4. Emerald and diamond earrings
Tiffany

8. Bow ring
Sara Taseer Fine Jewellery
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Similarly, what we do on a daily basis can have a huge bearing
on our posture and wellbeing. It won’t make sense for one
who works behind the desk to sit whilst exercising on the
weights machine. Likewise, there is no reason why a surgeon
should continue training to “round” the spine after having
spent most of the time bent over the operating table.
In any training plan, gradual progression is important to
bring us from where we are to where we want to be. While
it is true to a certain extent that the body will try to adapt
to the stimulus it is provided with, we can’t expect ourselves
to start with lifting 10kg weights and be able to lift 90kg
overnight. Beyond a certain point, your body may tell you
that it is too much - either via a pulled muscle, a torn ligament
or even worse, a slipped disc. Your workout plans should
slowly provide the body with a gradually increasing stimulus
over time to encourage it to improve, with sufficient time
to recover and become stronger.
Your personalised programme should include your likes and
dislikes so that you stay motivated. For instance, if you are
not a fan of the treadmill, try non-stop circuit training or
interval training to break the monotony of your workout.
A good progressive programme aside, the next factor in
determining your fitness success is to avoid injury.

Other than doing ‘too much, too fast, too soon’, the other
common cause of injury is the lack of movement capability.
As we emphasise on performance, we often fail to recognise
the importance of being able to ‘move well’ first. For any
programme to be successful, our function and ability to move
well will form the foundation for fitness, before skill and
technique come in to optimise performance in our workouts.
When we exceed our movement capability beyond our means
to meet a certain performance standard, we end up getting
injured, resulting in a pulled muscle or more severe injuries
like a fracture or torn ligament.
In summar y, to achieve your fitness goals and prevent
disruptions to your routine, it is vital to have a personalised
and progressive training plan, coupled with the understanding
and ability to move well. If you are unsure about whether
your movement ability is optimal or if planning a programme
is too time consuming, consult a fitness professional and have
him reveal to you the path to success.
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What new activities have you lined up?
In 2014, we will be launching a series of Mummy
Empowerment workshops to educate and empower
mummies on the strategies they can adopt to succeed
in their fitness goals. Be it fat loss, postural alignment
or issues like diastasis and C-section scars, we hope
to reach out to as many mummies as possible to equip
them with the right information and knowledge.
For mums who have just delivered, we have a separate
programme called CORE RESTORE to help them heal
and restore, as well as strengthen their core in a safe
and appropriate manner.

In Sync and In Shape
As a mother, it is not always easy to find time for yourself apart from the kids, let alone
squeeze in a decent workout. Mother of three-year-old twins, Kareen Lai understands
this perfectly well when she founded Mums in Sync as a platform to bring mothers together
to support one another in the areas of health and fitness. We caught up with this
dynamic mum at Aileron Wellness, where she conducts Fit Mummy workout sessions
every Tuesday and Thursday at 10am.

When and why did you start Mums in Sync?
I left my full-time teaching job at the Ministry of Education to start Mums In Sync at the beginning of 2013, inspired by
my own transformation journey after having gained 30kg before delivering my twins in 2010.
I felt there was a lack of support for mothers in Singapore to help us achieve our fitness goals in an adequate
and sustainable manner, so I wanted to build a community to empower them with the right education and
support to achieve great health.
How has that journey been for you so far?
It has been a truly humbling experience. Although I have been teaching Physical Education for the past five years,
coaching mums on fitness and nutrition required me to embark on a whole new level of learning and discovery
about how our bodies work, and how each of us is different yet similar in many ways. I really enjoy it, especially
when a mummy gets excited about the changes in her body which she has never experienced before!
What is a Mums in Sync workout session like and how is it different from a regular fitness class?
Our Fit Mummy workouts are designed to benefit mothers through three components- BURN . FLEX . EAT .
In 90 minutes, we bring you through a fat-burning workout routine, stretching exercises to improve your posture
and flexibility, and share a recipe that is yummy, nutritious and easy to prepare.
So we really add lots of value for our mummies and do our best to give them support in areas that will help
them achieve their fitness goals. Non-mummies are also welcome to join us! At the end of the day, we are
advocates of leading healthy and active lifestyles.
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What’s the biggest misconception about fitness
and how do you address that?
A mummy once told me that women are actually scared
of fitness. The word ‘fitness’ scares them and they
stay away from exercising, even though they yearn to
have a fantastic body. I’d say that these women truly
misunderstand what fitness is all about. It’s not just
about ‘no pain, no gain’ and aching, ripping muscles!
Getting yourself fit and healthy is all about learning
and understanding how and what you can do within
your own context, to get the best out of yourself.
Everybody should to be fit and healthy; there is no
other way about it! So if you need help, find help so
that you grow and improve your health holistically.

How would you encourage a new mother who
wants to get back into shape but is feeling
overwhelmed and tired from all the demands
of motherhood?
Motherhood is truly the most challenging job on
earth and only a mum can truly understand this.
Amid all the stress from breastfeeding, babysitting,
chores and work, getting back into shape seems to
add on another layer of stress, as most mothers expect
to look a certain way after delivery.
Take a step back and give your body time to recover.
Love your body by not subjecting it to unrealistic
expectations and demands, but by nourishing it with
nutritious food and adequate hydration. With the right
nutrients, the body naturally does what it needs to
and you won’t put on excess weight.
Eat well and spend time settling in with your new
addition in the family. Once you have adapted to your
new routine, you can include some workout time in
your schedule. Your body will respond better in this
manner with less stress!
Any tips for ladies whose new year’s resolution
is to get in shape?
You really don’t need a new year’s resolution to get
yourself started on your fitness journey. First, be
truthful to yourself and question why you want to get
into shape. Assess your motivation and understand how
badly you want to achieve this goal. Then, you need
to recruit support. Be it a workout buddy, a trainer
or a support group, these people will be the ones to
help you push through your new goals!

Visit www.mumsinsync .com for more information on health and
fitness tips for mums.
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Romantic Retreats

Romantic Rendezvous
With breathtaking views of the South China Sea and
a fine culinary reputation, it is no wonder that dinner
at The Cliff restaurant at The Sentosa is a classic date
night for many. Ignite the passion with a decadent
seven-course Valentine’s Dinner ($468 ++ per couple)
that serves a different menu for the gentleman and
his lady. Each course explores a different ingredient
done in a similar fashion for an intriguing gastronomic
journey together.

Sneak off together this Valentine’s Day and indulge in some couple’s therapy of the pampering kind.
With these unique experiences made for two right here on the island, there’s no excuse to not
spend quality time together with your loved one.

Passion Revival

French Affair

Revive your energy together at CHI, The Spa at Shangri-La’s
Rasa Sentosa Resort & Spa. Available from 7 to 23 February,
the CHI Passion ($448 ++ per couple) ritual includes a
90-minute body massage in an exclusive couple suite,
equipped with a steam room or Jacuzzi to soak away your
stress. Spoil yourselves further with the Marrakech black
soap therapy ($55 ++ per person), with loofah exfoliation and
black olive oil to deep cleanse the skin and enhance radiance.

Head to Saint Pierre on Quayside Isle, where celebrity chef
Emmanuel Stroobant will indulge your palates with Fragrant
Mushroom Broth with Foie Gras Terrine and Porcini Mushroom
Tuile and Miso-Braised Wagyu Beef Short Rib, Japanese
Coal-Grilled Lobster Tail, Asparagus, Parmesan, Truffle Mashed
Rate Potatoes and Wild Mushroom. The French restaurant
offers a four-course Valentine’s Day menu ($138++ per
person) for early diners at 5.30pm and a seven-course
dinner ($158++ per person) at 9pm.

Love Bites

Rose Paradise
Roses, while great for romancing, are also treasured
for their beauty benefits to soothe and nourish the skin.
Treat your significant other to an indulgent three-hour
pampering delight at Spa Botanica starting with a
Rosebud Petal Scrub and a relaxing Jacuzzi Bath
Ritual, followed by a 90-minute Rose Aromatic
Massage to completely unwind. Spend the rest of
the day exploring the spa gardens with float pools,
cascading waterfalls, mud pools, meditative labyrinths
and tea garden. The Rose Paradise package is available
in February at $588 ++ per couple.

Lavish your love with an epicurean treat this Valentine’s Day in these unique gourmet experiences near Sentosa Cove.

Sunset Romance
Enthrall your date with a sunset dinner at Wavehouse
Sentosa right by Siloso beach. The four-course set menu
($88 ++ per person) features bistro delights such as
Pan-seared Lobster Claw with Mushroom Bechamel Sauce
and Free-range Spring Chicken Confit with Truffle Mash
Potatoes. The package also includes a one-for-one wave
ride voucher so you have the option of engaging in
some sporty fun together.

Fit for Love
For couples who prefer more active pursuits, a staycation
at Amara Sanctuary Resort Sentosa could just be the
perfect surprise. The Valentine’s Day package (from
$620 ++ per night) includes a specially designed Couple’s
Fitness Programme which requires you to pay undivided
attention to each other in a series of fun and interactive
games, activities and synchronised movements. After
sweating it out, enjoy a relaxing soak in the hot tub or
retreat to your colonial-style suite. Enjoy a three-course
dinner served in your room and a complimentary bottle
of wine to entice you in the mood for love.
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High on Love
For a Valentine’s Day celebration like no other, enjoy a
private Sky Dining experience ($320 ++ per couple) from
Mount Faber and savour a tantalising four-course dinner
in your own cable car cabin. Be greeted by changing aerial
sights of the city as you dine under a canopy of stars,
feasting on delights such as Grilled Half Lobster with Breaded
Oysters and Roasted Fillet of Beef with Foie Gras. Top it off
with a toast of Veuve Clicquot Rosé champagne, a stalk
of rose and a box of Varlhona chocolates for your lady.

epiCurious

SPICE

Royale
T he E ar l of H ind h i s a roy a l f ind a mid a
collection of mostly continental restaurants
and cafés at Quayside Isle, boasting refined
Indian cuisine and décor reminiscent of the
days when Maharajas hosted lavish feasts with
royalty during the British reign.
Beyond the scenic marina views that line the
restaurant is a dining room filled with memories
of a colonial past evoked by antique lights,
rustic tiles , majestic mirrors and beguiling
Maharaja por traits, complemented by an
alfresco seating area for guests who prefer
a more relaxed setting.

epiCurious
Opened in August last year by five ‘foodie friends’, the
Earl of Hindh has garnered quite a following, boosted
by Tripadvisor rankings in the top 20 restaurants
within months of its launch. The food-loving owners
aim to revive the aromas, flavours and art of royal
cooking in Indian cuisine, which has slowly slipped off
the radar over the years.
Cove residents Salman Shoaib and Sara Taseer can
vouch for the authenticity and care in which the chef
prepared his regal feast. Sara commented, “Earl of
Hindh is far from commercial Indian cuisine. While it
offers a selection of Indian staples, there are also
some unique dishes and regional specialties made with
organic ingredients and natural colours.”
Dishes such as Ambi Paneer Tikka (cottage cheese with
sweet and sour mango chutney) and Dariyai Tikka
(char-grilled fresh salmon medallions marinated in
yoghurt, lemon juice, fennel, honey, mustard oil and kebab
masala) showcase the chef’s more adventurous side.
Salman adds, “It was such a treat to savour the soft
and succulent Kakori Kebab, alongside other delectable
delights such as Shahi Chaap, Tandoori Murgh (chicken)
and Hara Bhara Kebab, which are flavourful vegetable
kebabs served with chutneys.” The melt in your mouth
Kakori Kebab is a big hit with diners, who love the
finely minced char-grilled lamb flavoured with a myriad
of spices, while the Shahi Chaap or lamb chops, are
marinated with the chef’s special potli masala.
Another humble highlight was the basket of rotis or
bread that accompanied their dinner. Sara remarks, “The
different types of bread are rare to come by even in
India and Pakistan. We enjoyed a generous variety of
rotis including some flaky rampuri paratha, soft leavened
garlic naans and well-risen plain naans that were served
hot and beautifully layered in a basket.” With a Tandoor
oven in open view, diners can watch how the breads and
Tandoori dishes are prepared, lending to the atmosphere
of the space.
Murgh Makhani
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Kakori Kebab

She notes, “The Murgh Makhani (butter chicken)
with its mild spices and flavourful gravy paired
well with the naan, but my favourite dish of the
night was the Dal Makhani, a medley of lentils
cooked overnight over coal in a Tandoori oven,
which added a delicious smoky flavour.”
Complementing its repertoire of curries and kebabs,
are a connoisseurs’ collection of fine whiskies
and single malts which are carefully selected in
partnership with Whisky World Singapore.
Marrying the best of Scotland and North Indian
cuisine, the restaurant carries a range of single cask,
cask strength and unchill filtered single malts,
offering a splendid way to round up the royal feast.

Sara Taseer and Salman Shoaib
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Forest森 Restaurant
at Resorts World Sentosa
Toss to prosperity with the Salmon Fruity Vegetable Yu Sheng,
abounding with melon, pomelo, apple, seaweed, carrot
and crispy silverfish, complemented with homemade
yuzu honey lime dressing that is well-balanced in citrusy
and sweet notes. Diners can enjoy this yu sheng à la carte
or as part of a five-course reunion set lunch (from $68 ++
per person), showcasing contemporary Chinese cuisine
with a premium touch, with specialities such as Doubleboiled Pork Shank Soup with Snow Fungus and Conpoy;
Japanese Fragrant Rice with X.O. Sausages and Pan-seared
Foie Gras served in Steamed Yellow Pumpkin; and Braised
Four Treasures Soup with Fish Maw, Sea Cucumber, Crabmeat
and Conpoy.

Cassia at Capella Singapore
Inspired by the famous Chinese idiom ‘ 马到功成 ’, which
literally means ‘swift success’, Cassia’s Signature Yu Sheng
(raw fish) platter is delicately moulded after an elegant art
piece of a galloping horse. It comes with an option of
a tangy Roselle sauce, an alternative to the traditional
sweet plum sauce that typically accompanies this raw
fish salad.

New Year

NOVELTIES
The ‘Prosperity Toss’, also known as ‘Yu Sheng’ or ‘Lo Hei’, has been elevated into a novel
art form on the plate to usher in the Year of the Horse. Here are some notable highlights
from the island’s finest Chinese restaurants, along with a host of reunion feasts and delicacies
to celebrate the Lunar New Year.

Auspicious delicacies include Braised Supreme Bird’s Nest
with Brown Sauce ( 白燕归巢 ) signifying a happy reunion;
Seafood Dumplings with Golden Pumpkin Sauce ( 黄金满地 )
embodying a floor full of gold; and Steamed Lobster
Medallion with Egg White, Chinese Wine and Pan-fried
Hokkaido Scallop ( 龙皇添丁 ) which translates to the
blessing of having many sons. Guests may also choose
from four traditional set menus specially created for
the season - the Spring lunch menu at $69++ per person,
and the Prosperity, Wealth and Fortune Menus at $119++,
$159 ++ and $209 ++ per person respectively.

Blue Lotus at Quayside Isle
Feng Shui Inn at Resorts World Sentosa
Resembling a horse galloping towards a bright future, Feng Shui Inn’s Salmon and Mackerel ‘Lo Hei’ features a medley
of refreshingly sharp flavours and colours with fresh salmon cubes, crispy-skinned mackerel and silver fish as well as
strips of barbecued pork, enlivened with Italian balsamic vinegar or mint dressing.
For the ultimate gift this season, surprise your loved ones or business partners with a mega-size edible Golden Ingot,
which reveals eight buttery mini ingots within, filled with generous pineapple paste which symbolises the arrival
of prosperity.
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Blue Lotus’ new year delicacies are presented in a series
of four reunion set menus from $88 ++ to $288 ++ per
person. The Chinese eatery’s most luxurious feast, the
Prosperity menu, features its signature Yu Sheng arrayed
in the traditional Chinese character of ‘ 马’ which means
horse. Other novel delights with a twist include Slow-roasted
Spanish Suckling Pig with Preserved Beancurd; Foie Gras
and Wagyu Beef ‘Sang Choy Pau’, Pomelo Crab Claw and
Lobster Truffle Wonton with Consommé.
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Jet around
the world

New
Epicurean
Inspirations
at Osia
Chef de Cuisine Douglas Tay’s latest inventions on Osia’s menu of contemporary Australian cuisine are a must-try,
most notably for his meats and desserts. A steak is not just a steak, but each plate is a medley of elements that is
distinctly flavourful on its own, yet comes together beautifully on the palate.
Highlights include Milk Fed Lamb Short Loin and Breast with Swede Carrot Purée, Romanesco Crumble, Garlic Cream Spelt
and Tawny Por t Jus and Grain Fed Black Angus Beef Tenderloin, Creamed Sunchoke, Basil Cèpe, Acquerello Rice ‘Tomato
Parmesan’ and Red Wine Sauce. Immersed in veal stock and cooked sous vide at 85°C for 12 hours, the delightfully
tender Pasture-Fed Beef Short Rib comes with creative accompaniments like sour compressed green apple, pulverized cider
vinegar and chestnut porcini mousseline.

Travel exclusively to some of the most iconic wonders
of the world on a private jet in an unforgettable 14-day
journey by luxury travel operator Abercrombie & Kent
and Flexjet, a division of leading business aviation
manufacturer, Bombardier. Getting to your destination
is half the fun on-board your spacious Challenger 605
plane in this US$1.5million journey of a lifetime for your
private party of eight.
This Passport to the World odyssey takes you on an
insider’s trip to seven celebrated cities, with one-of-a-kind
experiences and exclusive access to places normally
closed to the general public.

Among the desserts, the Macadamia Soufflé with Crunchy Praline, Banana Custard, Sour Cream Ice is a heartwarming
platter to share, while the Pumpkin Lemon Mousse with Goat Cheese and Frozen Red Wine is an ethereal feast for the
senses served atop a plate of dry ice and aromatic spices.
Osia is located at Resorts World Sentosa.

Guilt-Free Snacking

Beginning in Japan, you will savour an exquisite kaiseki banquet at
the three-Michelin starred Arashiyama Kitcho restaurant in Kyoto,
accompanied by a traditional geiko and maiko, who entertain with
traditional dance, music and games in this rare introduction to
the land of geishas.

Is there really such a thing? Brothers Stephen and James Costello
started their range of healthy snack bars and nuts in 2008, spurned
by their inability to find a decent energy bar for their kids, namely
one that wasn’t packed with sugar and other additives. Recently
launched in Singapore, Stephen James Organics’ Volcanic Pili Nuts
and Cocoa Pili Nuts have become a hit, together with their ‘living
energy’ bars, which include enticing flavours such as Brownie Bar,
Power Berry Bar and Apple Pie Bar. Carazuc, a natural sweetener
derived from coconut flower nectar, is used as an alternative to
white sugar to sweeten the bars.
All the nuts and seeds are pre-sprouted and dehydrated at low
temperatures to preserve the nutritional value inherent in
keeping the enzymes alive, according to traditional Chinese
medicine principles. The ancient practice of pre-sprouting raw
nuts and seeds entails soaking them in water until they are ready
to pop a sprout out. At this point, the energy inside is at its
fullest, which is then captured by dehydration and made into
healthy snacks.

Jet off to the capital of China and learn tai
chi from a resident master at the Temple
of Heaven, before continuing on to one of
the most scenic stretches of the Great
Wall for a champagne toast and a whitecloth picnic atop its hallowed grounds.

Available at selected retailers and online at www.orevoworld.com.
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After a two-night stay in the legendary Peninsula
Hong Kong hotel, head to Agra to witness the
awe-inspiring Taj Mahal at sunrise and sunset, as
the changing hues cast its glow on India’s bastion
of romance.

Explore the crossroads of east and west in
exotic Istanbul, and enjoy private openings
to tour the extraordinary Hagia Sophia and
Topkapi Palace Complex. Dine with the owner
of a stunning 18th-century wooden mansion of
an Ottoman royal and witness an enchanting
demonstration of the Whirling Dervishes.

Conclude your voyage in the City of Lights, enjoying afterhours access to the world-famous Louvre Museum in Paris,
an exclusive luxury cruise down the river Seine and a gourmet
dinner in Alain Ducasse’s Jules Verne Restaurant atop the
Eiffel Tower.
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